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Little Toller Books. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Herbaceous, Paul Evans, Kurt
Jackson, Climate change is eroding the familiar pattern of the seasons, so we turn instinctively to
the life cycle of herbaceous plants to guide us through the year. The growing, flowering, seeding
and dying back to earth of wild flowers, weeds, herbs and garden perennials sustain and enrich our
everyday lives with food, metaphor, joy, anxiety, medicine, stories, beauty and enchantment.
Above all, by enabling us to read the changing seasons, plants help us navigate our way in the
world. Herbaceous is a journey which follows the colour pulse of plants throughout the year,
searching for new rhythms in a changing world. It begins with yellow: the pulse of early insects and
the symbol of the returning sun. It is followed by spring's vernal whites and the hedonist, spirited
pinks of summer. Gradually, the strange and melancholy blues of early autumn are replaced by the
ripple of seed-setting and a return to the browns of our subterranean winter dreams. Herbaceous is
gardening with words. It is a book of audacious botany and poetic vision which asks us to look
anew at our relationship with plants and celebrates...
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The book is fantastic and great. I have got read through and i am confident that i will planning to read yet again once again in the foreseeable future. I
found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Prof. Nicole Zieme-- Prof. Nicole Zieme

This sort of pdf is everything and got me to searching forward and a lot more. Of course, it is engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I
realized this ebook from my i and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- Miss Bella Volkman Sr.-- Miss Bella Volkman Sr.
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